
Writing For Pleasure principle in focus  
Setting writing goals 

 

Description of the principle 
To maintain children’s self-efficacy, commitment and motivation during a class 
writing project, teachers should ensure that children know the distant goal for 
the project, that is to say the future audience and purpose for the writing. The 
class, as a community, should have a say in setting the product goals for the 
project. This is what will they have to do to ensure their writing is successful and 
meaningful. Setting shorter-term process goals (e.g. generating an 
idea/planning/drafting/revising/ editing/publishing) benefits learners in terms of 
cognitive load, focus, motivation and achievement; for example, ‘You have two 
days left to complete your draft’. However, once experienced enough, children 
should be able to use their own writing process and only need the final deadline 
for completing the project; for example ‘You have eight more writing sessions 
before these need to be ready for publication’. 
 

What Writing For Pleasure teachers do 
● To maintain children’s commitment and motivation during a class writing 

project, teachers ensure that their classes understand the ‘distant goal’ 
for the project, that is to say, its audience and purpose. 

● The class, as a community, also have a say in setting the ‘product goals’ 
for their project. This takes place in the form of discussions as to what they will have to do, and what it is 
writers do, to ensure their writing is successful and meaningful in the context of the project’s aims. 

● The teachers often share a piece of their own writing, in keeping with the project, to initiate a discussion 
about writing decisions. The children then use the outcomes of these discussions as an aid to setting 
product goals for their own writing. The product goals are similar to success criteria, but importantly they 
also include more overarching goals linked directly to purpose and audience. 

● Product goals are put on display and are repeatedly referred to by the children and the teachers 
throughout the class writing project. 

● Teachers set loose ‘process goals’ for writing time to help the class generally stay on track, without 
forcing children to keep to a certain pace or a specific writing process. 
 

Questions to consider 
● Do you see writing as mastery through repeated practice rather than performance-oriented and 

therefore provide children with space and opportunity to develop their writing over time? 
● Do you set a class process-oriented writing goal for the lesson(s)? 
● Do you ensure that whole-class writing goals relate to purpose and audience and link directly to the class’ 

learning needs? 
● Do you ensure the class’ writing goals are well known and/or on display? 
● Do you involve the children in setting whole class learning goal(s)? 
● Do you work with children to set their own individual writing goals? 
● Do you allow children to choose their own social and writing goals for their personal writing projects? 
● Ensure children know what the class’ writing goals are, how they can achieve them and what resources or 

strategies are available to help them. 
 
Why not share an example of your own writing practice? Visit: writing4pleasure.com  
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